
HairsplittingPrecisionControl.

UnparallelledTemperatureConstancy.

SteplessShakingFrequency.

VersatileAmplitudeRange.

RevolutionarySingleTubeManometer.

Idealfor PhotoSynthesesand
RadiationStudies.

Simple-to-Operate.

NoiselessinOperation.

AmazinglyCompact.

WARBURGAPPARATUS
The New Bronwill* Series

Not only are the new Bronwill series Warburgs the
ultimate in design and workmanship, but they offer many
worthy features never before found in instruments of this
type.

With temperature constancy of an unprecedented
Â±0.005Â°C and both shaking frequency (0-220 strokes per
minute) and amplitude (0 to 8 cm) steplessly adjustable
the most exacting studies can be easily duplicated.

All controls are conveniently located. Each bank of
7 manometers is regulated by separate rate control knobs
and each manometer can be turned on and off independ
ently.

Instead of the usual U-tube design, the manometers
on the new Warburg consist of two capillariesâ€”only
2 mm apartâ€”in a single rube. Both capillaries are read
on the same scale thus resulting in simpler, more accurate
readings.

For photo syntheses or radiation studies, these War
burgs are available with an exclusive method for bringing
light directly inside the bath chamber.

Available in four 14-unit modelsâ€”both circular and
rectangular typesâ€”these new Warburgs are amazingly
compact. For detailed information, write us today.
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images up to IO feet across
even under off-immersed objectives

Because of the virtually solar intensity of the Scopi-
con's high-pressure mercury arc, you can project sharply

detailed images up to ten feet across even under oil-
immersed microscope objectives. The light's white color

demonstrates the various biological stains to their best
advantage.

The Scopicon is highly adaptable â€” can be used
with equal convenience for small-group study in a nor
mally lit room, or for exhibition to large groups in a
darkened auditorium. Let us send you the brochure
describing this versatile instrument.

The Scopicon light

source genuales a light

Intensity of approxi

mately 64,000 lumens.

The projected light bearti

is remarkably steady â€”

neither wanders nor

flickers.

micro-projection! equipment
SCOPICON, Inc. 215 E. 149th ST. NEW YORK 51. N. Y.

The Scopicon
high-pressure
mercury arc

lamp.


